
 

Verified Credits LLC Announces Exclusive Carbon Credits Registry Partnership with Zoe?c 

SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO – (April 23, 2023) – Verified Credits LLC announced today that it has been named 
as the exclusive carbon credits registry for ZoeNc Global, a soluNons provider focused on delivering criNcal 
energy, water, food, and healthcare technologies to areas of greatest need.  

Working in conjuncNon with its technology and strategic partners, ZoeNc offers businesses advanced 
soluNons to their greatest challenges, including access to hydrokineNc, wind and solar power, energy 
efficiency technologies, and systems for supplemenNng electrical supply and infrastructure in remote areas. 
ZoeNc’s global porXolio of energy efficiency projects includes innovaNve refrigerants projects at public and 
private faciliNes in the United States, Asia, Middle East and Africa. As an example,  Africa’s populaNon is 1 
billion+ with hundreds of millions of people in countries south of the Sahara having no reliable access to 
electricity.  

“Uninterrupted access to electricity is a prerequisite to economic growth, resilient communiNes, and 
improved quality of life. The planet is starNng to understand the consequences of using fossil fuel sources. 
We know we have to change our perspecNve on energy producNon and consumpNon in short order if we 
are to keep a habitable planet for future generaNons to come,” said Steve Scholl,  Principal at Verified 
Credits LLC. 

In addiNon to its partnership with ZoeNc, Verified Credits works closely with Atmosphere Group, which  
idenNfies nature-based projects that have a posiNve potenNal environmental impact and that make 
significant contribuNons to their communiNes. Atmosphere’s unique technology plaXorm is a one-stop 
soluNon that begins with uNlizaNon of Atmosphere’s carbon calculator to esNmate the annual carbon 
footprint of each individual or business prior to purchasing Super Carbon Credits. All projects are also 
verified by a reputable, third party to cerNfy compliance with the United NaNons Framework on Climate 
Change standards. 

Pictured above at the signing  ceremony for the new Verified Credits/ZoeNc partnership are: 
 

For informaNon on ZoeNc Global, visit hdps://zoeNcglobal.com/about/ 

About Verified Credits 

Verified Credits is a leading carbon credit registry and exchange.  It was founded to ensure that everyone 
can take personal responsibility for his or her own carbon footprint.  The goal is to democraNze access to 
making an impact.  Verified Credits has created a carbon credit infrastructure that brings transparency, 
accessibility, liquidity, and standardizaNon to the market. Every carbon credit is backed by a metric ton of 

https://zoeticglobal.com/about/


cerNfied emissions reducNon.  It’s a virtuous circle that begins with landowners who agree to conserve or 
replant their deciduous forests, rainforests, and arable land.  This removes the incenNves for deforestaNon 
that have decimated the major carbon sinks around the world.  It also includes technologies that 
permanently avoid or eliminate carbon dioxide, other greenhouse gases, and parNculate mader polluNon.  
This has the addiNonal benefit of eliminaNng other sources of climate change as well as helping to reduce 
the deleterious effects on human and animal health. Only those projects that meet all of stringent 
requirements are minted and registered with Verified Credits and receive the green check. 

About Zoe?c Global  

ZoeNc is a soluNons provider focused on delivering criNcal energy, water, food, and healthcare technologies 
to areas of greatest need. Working in conjuncNon with its technology and strategic partners it has 
assembled a compelling porXolio of now soluNons for now problems. ZoeNc means, “of or pertaining to 
life.” It embodies the dedicaNon of its Co-Founder and Chairman, Jerome Ringo, who has been a leader in 
the climate movement for two decades. ZoeNc is focused on the inclusion of areas of the world 
disproporNonately impacted by climate change. ZoeNc believes that criNcal soluNons exist, what is needed is 
a next level commitment by leaders to implement them. 

About Atmosphere Group 
 
Atmosphere is commided to helping businesses and individuals adopt sustainable business soluNons.  In 
order to be successful and safeguard our planet's future, sustainability must come first. Atmosphere’s 
mission is twofold, to create a program geared toward rewarding sustainable decisions and acNons taken by 
individuals, businesses, and partners alike while simultaneously pushing for posiNve progress towards 
preserving the world for generaNons to come.  
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